Neuronal activity in the monkey striatum during conditional visuomotor learning.
The frontostriatal system has been implicated in linking sensory information and action through arbitrary rules. The aim of the present study was to investigate the role of the striatum, a key, integrative structure in such behavior. We recorded single neuronal activity from the anterior striatum of two macaque monkeys as they learned to associate new visual cues with motor responses. Monkeys held a joystick which they could move in one of four constrained directions. During the recording sessions, they were presented with a set of well-learned associations (familiar condition), and with sets of new cues which they were required to map, by trial and error, with joystick movements (novel condition). A sample of 50 striatum neurons were studied during execution of familiar and novel conditions. Activity of most of them was strongly modulated during learning. These modulations were either transient or long lasting changes of neuronal firing rate. The findings suggest that the striatum is involved in early stages of conditional visuomotor learning, and are interpreted in relation with previous data on frontal cortex.